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We prove that, for 2<p< and f # l p([&1, 1]n), &212( f )&p is equivalent to
&(nj=1 | f &f V $ej |
2)12&p where 2 is the discrete laplacian and the constants do not
depend on f nor n. Such an equivalence is false for 1<p<2 and we give in this case
a suitable expression equivalent to &212( f )&p . Similar results are obtained for
fermions T viewed as some 2n_2n matrices equipped with their Schatten norm Cp ,
comparing &N12(T )&p with &(nj=1 |Dj (T )|
2
s )
12&p , where the Dj ’s are the annihi-
lation operators on the fermions and N=nj=1 Dj*Dj is the number operator.
 1998 Academic Press
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0.1. INTRODUCTION
We first state our results on the Walsh system.
We denote by =j : [&1, 1]n  [&1, 1] the j th coordinate function
(1 jn). The algebra l ([&1, 1]n) is the linear span over C of the Walsh
system [=A=>j # A =j | A/[1, .., n]], =< denoting the unit. We denote by
l 0 ([&1, 1]
n) the linear span of the =A ’s for A{<.
The annihilation operator Dj : l ([&1, 1]n)  l ([&1, 1]n) is defined
by (see, e.g, [M, II.2])
Dj (=A)=0 if j  A;
Dj (=A)==j =A if j # A.
Considering Dj as an operator, L2([&1, 1]n)  L2([&1, 1]n) (here the
group [&1, 1]n is equipped with its normalized Haar measure), its adjoint
Dj* is the creation operator:
Dj*(=A)=0 if j # A;
Dj*(=A)==j =A if j  A.
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Let N=nj=1 Dj*Dj . N is the number operator:
\A/[1, .., n] =A  |A| =A .
We define the Riesz transforms on L2([&1, 1]n) for 1 jn by
Rj (=<)=0, Rj (=A)=DjN&12(=A) if A{<
Obviously nj=1 Rj*Rj is the identity on L
2
0([&1, 1]
n).
Let us compare the Rj ’s with the usual Riesz transforms on discrete
groups
\j=j 2&12
where j=$e&$ej , and 2=
n
j=1 j*j is the discrete Laplacian.
Here $e denotes the identity on l ([&1, 1]n), $ej denotes the translation
by the generator ej=(1, ..., &1, 1, ..., 1) (&1 occurs at the j th coordinate).
Then j=j*=
1
2
2
j and, for every f # l
([&1, 1]n),
j ( f )=2=j Dj ( f )=2Dj*Dj ( f )
(indeed f=aj+bj =j where the functions aj , bj do not depend on the j th
coordinate and j ( f )=2=j bj ). Hence,
2=4N
and for 1 jn, for f # L20([&1, 1]
n),
\j ( f )==jRj ( f ).
As & f &L p ([&1, 1] n)=2&np & f &l p ([&1, 1] n) we may denote indifferently by
& &p the norms in L p([&1, 1]n) or l p([&1, 1]n) without changing our
inequalities. We prove:
Theorem 0.1. (a) Let 2p<. Then, for every f # l 0 ([&1, 1]
n),
c&1p & f &p"\ :
n
j=1
|Rj ( f )| 2+
12
"pKp & f &p
with constants Kp=O( p32), cp=O( p2) which do not depend on n. In other
words, for every f # l ([&1, 1]n),
c&1p &212f &p"\ :
n
j=1
|j ( f )|2+
12
"pKp &212f &p .
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(b) Let 1<p2. Then, for every f # l 0 ([&1, 1]
n),
K &1p$ & f &p inf
Rj ( f )= gj+hj {"\ :
n
j=1
| gj | 2+
12
"p
+"\ :
n
j=1
|hj V $ej |
2+
12
"p=Cp & f &p
where the infimum runs over all decompositions with gj , hj # l ([&1, 1]n).
The constants Cp=O((1( p&1))2), Kp$=O((1( p&1))32) do not depend
on n. In other words, for every f # l ([&1, 1]n),
K &1p$ &2
12f &p inf
j ( f )= gj+hj {"\ :
n
j=1
| gj | 2+
12
"p
+"\ :
n
j=1
|hj V $ej |
2+
12
"p=Cp &212f &p .
The right-hand side inequality for p>2 is implicit in [Ba] because, for
real valued f # l ([&1, 1]n), the function
21( f, f )=&2( f 2)+2 f 2( f )=2 :
n
j=1
| j ( f )| 2
is positive: Indeed, for f=aj+bj =j as above, &2j ( f
2)+2f 2j ( f )=8b
2
j =
2 |j ( f )| 2.
In case p<2, D. Lamberton (unpublished result) proved that no inequality
"\ :
n
j=1
|Rj ( f )| 2+
12
"pKp & f &p
may hold with a constant independant of n. His proof will be given in
Section 3. Hence it is necessary in our formula to consider decompositions
Rj ( f )=gj+hj where gj , hj are not colinear to Rj ( f ); note that Rj ( f ) does
not depend on =j , hence Rj ( f )=Rj ( f ) V $ej .
Surprisingly enough, the proof of Theorem 0.1 is achieved in a noncom-
mutative setting: the commutative V algebra M=l ([&1, 1]n) is embedded
in the V algebra M2n_2n of 2
n_2n matrices. We then translate in this setting
the proof of [P1 ] where the boundedness of Riesz transforms on L p(Rn, d+n)
is established, +n being the standard gaussian measure on Rn.
The same method gives the boundedness of Riesz transforms in Schatten
spaces for fermions and for spin systems with other commutation relations,
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as considered in [B], see Theorem 3.3. The common trick is a Mehler
formula which Pisier uses for Hermite polynomials and which is used, e.g.,
in [CL] for fermions.
Let us now state our result for fermions. Here & &p denotes the norm
Lp(M, {) where M is spanned by n fermions. We may as well consider that
M is a *-subalgebra of the V-algebra M2n_2n of 2n_2n matrices, { is either
the usual trace or the normalized one and L p(M2n_2n , {) is a Schatten
space.
Theorem 0.2. Let (Qj)1 jn be a sequence of unitary hermitian operators
on a Hilbert space satisfying the canonical anticommutation relations and
spanning the finite-dimensional V-algebra M. M is equipped with a normalized
trace {. Let QA=Qi1 } } } Qil (1i1< } } } <iln). Let Dj : M  M be the
annihilation operator
QA  0 if j  A; QA  QjQA if j # A.
Let N=nj=1 Dj*Dj be the number operator on L
2(M, {) and Rj=DjN&12
on M0 , the linear span of the Q$As for A{<.
(a) Let 2p<. Then, for every T # M0 ,
c&1p &T&p"\ :
n
j=1
|Rj (T )| 2s+
12
"pKp &T&p
where |T | 2s =
1
2(T*T+TT*).
(b) Let 1<p2. Then, for every T # M0 ,
K &1p$ &T&p inf
Rj (T )=Sj+Vj {"\ :
n
j=1
S j*Sj+
12
"p
+"\ :
n
j=1
VjVj*+
12
"p=Cp &T&p
where the infimum runs over all decompositions with Sj , Vj # M.
The constants are the same as in Theorem 0.1.
The paper is organized as follows: In the first section, we collect miscella-
neous results in a rather general setting. In particular we derive consequences
of Khintchine inequalities in Schatten spaces for some unconditional basic
sequences of operators. In Section 2 we recall known results on general
spin systems, which are particular cases of the setting in Section 1. In Section 3,
we define Riesz transforms for general spin systems and prove our main result,
Theorem 3.3, from which Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 are corollaries.
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Notation. The Banach spaces which we consider are spaces over C. We
denote by tr the usual trace on complex matrices. { will always denote
a faithful normal trace on a von Neumann algebra M with {(Id)=1;
M0=[T # M | {(T )=0]. For a von Neumann algebra (M, {) and M a von
Neumann subalgebra of M, we denote by EM the conditional expectation:
M  M (which has norm one). We recall that EM(T)0 if T0.
For 1p<, L p(M, {) is the completion of M for the norm
&T&Lp(M, {)=({(T*T ) p2)1p
and L(M, {)=M. We denote L p0(M, {)=[T # L
p(M, {) | {(T )=0],
1p. The duality is defined by: (S, T) ={(T*S). We recall that EM
has norm one: L p(M, {)  L p(M, {). For (Tj)1 jn in L p(M, {), we define
&(Tj )1 jn&L p(M, {, l2R)="\ :
1 jn
T j*Tj+
12
"L p(M, {)
and
&(Tj )1 jn&L p(M, {, l2L)="\ :
1 jn
TjT j*+
12
"L p(M, {) .
The duality is defined by ( (Sj), (Tj))=1 jn {(T j*Sj). As is well-known,
the dual space of L p(M, {, l 2R) is L
p$(M, {, l 2R) for 1p< and (1p)+
(1p$)=1, and similarly for L p(M, {, l 2L).
We work mostly on M=M2n_2n , the 2
n_2n matrices, equipped with the
trace {=(12n) tr and we use the notation L p(M, {) even for Schatten spaces,
because we have to distinguish L p(M, {) from its subspace L p(M, {) and we
want to stress upon the analogy with the gaussian case L p(Rn_Rn, +n+n)#
Lp(Rn, +n)1.
1. MISCELLANEOUS RESULTS
We collect results which we will use in Section 3 only for finite-dimen-
sional von Neumann algebras. The first two lemmas are ingredients from
[P1 ].
Lemma 1.1. For every real *1, the following scalar equality holds true:
*&12=
1
- 2? |
?2
&?2
(cos %)*&1
|sin %|
- &Log cos2 %
d%.
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Proof. For *1,
*&12=2? |

0
e&*(t22) dt=2? |
?2
0
(cos %)*&1
sin %
- &Log cos2 %
d%
after the change of variable e&t 22=cos %.
Lemma 1.2. Let (M, {) be a von Neumann algebra and let (R%)% # [0, 2?[
be a unitary representation of the torus T in M. Let 1<p<. Then, for
every T # M,
"p.v |
?2
&?2
R%*TR%
sgn % d%
- &Log cos2 %"L p(M, {)Hp &T&L p(M, {)
where the constant Hp depends on the norm of the Hilbert transform on Lp(T).
Proof. T  R%*TR% is an isometry of L p(M, {), and L p(M, {) is a
UMD space for 1<p<. By the transfer theorem [BGM, Theorem 4.1],
"p.v |
?2
&?2
R%*TR%
d%
tg(%2)"L p(M, {)hp &T&L p(M, {)
with hp=0( pp&1). For f (%) # L1(T),
"|
?2
&?2
R%*TR% f (%) d%"Lp(M, {)& f &L 1 (T ) &T&L p(M, {) .
For %{0 let f (%)=(sgn %- &Log cos2 %)& 12 (1tg(%2)); as f (%)t 14%
when %  0, f belongs to L1(T), and the lemma is proved.
Definition 1.1. Let M be a von Neumann subalgebra of a von Neumann
algebra M. Let (Pj) jn be a finite sequence in L2(M, {) satisfying:
(i) EM(Pj*Pj)=Id and EM(Pk*Pj)=0 if k{ j, 1 j, kn.
For S, T # M
(Pj S, PkT)={(T*Pk*PjS)={(T*EM(Pk*Pj) S).
Hence, by the assumptions, PjL2(M, {) is a subspace of L2(M, {), isometric to
L2(M, {), hence norm closed in L2(M, {). The subspaces PjL2(M, {) are
pairwise orthogonal in L2(M, {).
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We now recall which part of the boundedness of Riesz transforms is
automatic by duality.
Proposition 1.3. In the setting of Definition 1.1, let (Rj) jn be operators
on L2(M, {) satisfying:
(a) 1 jn Rj*Rj=IdL20 (M, {) .
(b) For 1<p<, for T # Lp0(M, {)
" :
1 jn
PjRj (T )"L p(M, {)Kp &T&Lp(M, {) .
Then for 1<p< and (1p)+(1p$)=1, for T # Lp0(M, {)
K &1p " :
1 jn
PjRj (T )"L p(M, {)&T&L p(M, {)Kp$ " :1 jn PjRj (T )"L p(M, {) .
Proof. Let R: L2(M, {)  L2(M, {)
T  :
1 jn
PjRj (T ).
We claim that R*R=Id on L20(M, {). Indeed for S, T # L
2
0(M, {),
(R(S), R(T ))= :
1 jn
PjRj (S), :
1kn
Pk Rk(T )
= :
1 jn
(PjRj (S), PjRj (T ))
= :
1 jn
(Rj (S), Rj (T )) =(S, T) by (a).
(b) means &R&p  pKp , hence for (1p)+(1p$)=1, and T # M0
&T&L p(M, {)=&R*R(T )&L p(M, {)&R*&p  p &R(T )&L p(M, {)
=&R&p$  p$ &R(T )&Lp(M, {) .
As M0 is norm dense in Lp0(M, {) the proposition is proved.
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Proposition 1.4. In the setting of Definition 1.1 we assume moreover
(i$) Pj*Pj=Id, 1 jn; and
(ii) for 1<p<, every choice of signs (=j)jn , every Tj # M, 1 jn
" :
1 jn
=jPjTj"p=" :1 jn PjTj"p .
Then
(a) Let 2p<. For (Tj) jn # M,
" :
1 jn
PjTj"pK( p) max {"\ :1 jn T j*Tj+
12
"p ,
"\ :1 jn PjTj T j*Pj*+
12
"p=
K( p)" :
1 jn
PjTj"p
with K( p)=0(- p).
(b) Let 1<p<2. Then, for (Tj) jn # M and (1p)+(1p$)=1,
" :
1 jn
PjTj"p infTj=Sj+Vj {"\ :1 jn S j*Sj+
12
"p
+"\ :1 jn PjVjV j*Pj*+
12
"p=
K( p$) " :
1 jn
PjTj"p
where the infimum runs through all decompositions of Tj with Sj , Vj # L p(M, {).
Proof. By (ii), &1 jn PjTj &p=E &1 jn =jPjTj &p , where the =j’s
are i.i.d Rademacher variables.
(a) As Pj*Pj=Id, the left-hand inequality for 2p< is Khintchine
inequality in L p(M, {) (see [LP1 ] for Schatten spaces, [LPP], [LP2 ] in
a more general setting, see also [P3 , remark after Theorem 8.4.1] for the
value of the constant). The right-hand inequality comes from the left hand
one in (b) by duality, it will also come from Proposition 1.5(a).
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(b) The left-hand inequality comes from [LP, Theorem 1]. For the
right-hand inequality, we cannot use Khintchine inequalities in L p(M, {)
for 1p<2 for the PjTj ’s because we need decompositions of Tj in
Lp(M, {) and not decompositions of PjTj in L p(M, {).
So we argue by duality: Let us first denote by Gp$ the completion of
M_ } } } _M for the norm
&(Aj) jn&Gp$="\ :
1 jn
Pj AjAj*Pj*+
12
"p$=&(PjAj) jn&L p$(M, {, l2L) ,
and let us compute the dual norm. For (Vj) jn in M, by (i), (i$),
&(Vj) jn &G*p$= sup
&(Aj)jn&Gp$=1
:
1 jn
(Vj , Aj)
= sup
&(Pj Aj)jn &L p$(M, {, l 2L)=1
:
1 jn
(Pj Vj , PjAj)
=&(Pj Vj) jn&L p(M, {, l2L) .
Let Hp$=L p$(M, {, l 2R), Fp$ being the (norm closed) sum of the subspaces
Pj M in L p$(M, {). As p$>2, by (a), for (Aj) jn in M,
" :
1 jn
PjAj"Fp$K( p$) max[&(Aj) jn&Hp$ , &(Aj) jn&Gp$]
=K( p$) &(Aj) jn &Hp$ & Gp$ .
Hence by duality, as H*p$+G*p$ is the dual space of Hp$ & Gp$ ,
&(Tj) jn&H*p$+G*p$K( p$) " :
1 jn
PjTj"F*p$K( p$) " :1 jn Pj Tj"p ,
which ends the proof because
&(Tj) jn&H*p$+G*p= infTj=Sj+Vj
[&(Sj) jn&H*p$+&(Vj) jn &G*p$]
= inf
Tj=Sj+Vj {"\ :1 jn S j*Sj+
12
"p
+"\ :
1 jn
Pj VjVj*Pj*+
12
"p= .
Proposition 1.5. In the setting of Definition 1.1, we denote by 6j the
Hermitian projection: L2(M, {)  PjL2(M, {) and 6=1 jn 6j . We assume,
moreover, that
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(iii) \T # M, PjTPj* # M, 1 jn.
(iv) For every T # M and S # M, 1 jn
&6j (TS)&2=&T6j (S)&2 , &6j (ST )&2=&6j (S)T&2 .
Then
(a) Let 2p. For every S # M, denoting 6j (S)=PjSj , with Sj # M
max {"\ :
1 jn
S j*Sj+
12
"p , "\ :1 jn Pj SjS j*Pj*+
12
"p=&S&p .
(b) If (ii) in Proposition 1.4 is satisfied, 6 is bounded on Lp(M, {) for
1<p<, with
&6&p  pK( p) if 2p<,
&6&p  pK( p$) if 1<p2,
1
p
+
1
p$
=1.
Another proof of the boundedness of &6&p  p in the specific setting of
general spin systems will be given at the end of the paper, without using
Khintchine inequalities, but with a worse constant.
Proof. First note that (i) and (iii) imply (i$) PjPj*=Id.
(a) For p=2, by (i) this is just
&6(S)&2&S&2 .
For p=, we follow a method of [HP]: By (i) and (iv)
&S&2M sup
&T&L 2 (M, {)=1
&TS&22 sup
&T&L 2(M, {)=1
&6(TS)&22
= sup
&T&L 2 (M, {)=1
:
1 jn
&6j (TS)&22
= sup
&T&L 2 (M, {)=1
:
1 jn
&T6j (S)&22
= sup
&T*T&L 1=1
{ \ :1 jn S j*Pj*T*TPjSj+
="EM \ :
1 jn
PjSjS j*Pj*+"M=" :1 jn Pj Sj S j*Pj*"M
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by (iii). Similarly, by (i) and (iv)
&S&2M sup
&T&L 2(M, {)=1
&ST&22 sup
&T&L 2=1
&6(ST )&22
= sup
&T&L2=1
:
1 jn
&6j (ST )&22
= sup
&T&L 2=1
:
1 jn
&6j (S)T&22
= sup
&T*T&L 1=1
{ \ :
1 jn
T*Sj*Pj*PjSjT+
= sup
&T*T&L 1=1
{ \TT* :
1 jn
S j*Pj*PjSj+
="EM \ :
1 jn
S j*Pj*PjSj+"M
=" :
1 jn
S j*Sj"M by (i).
As Pj*Pj=Id, let J be the operator defined on L2(M, {) by
J(S)=(Pj*6j (S) jn=(Sj) jn .
We proved that J has norm 1:
L2(M, {)  L2(M, {, l 2R)
M  L(M, {, l 2R).
For 2<p<, L p(M, {, l 2R) is the %-interpolation space by the complex
method, between L2(M, {, l 2R) and L
(M, {, l 2R), with 1p=(1&%)2.
Hence, by the RieszThorin interpolation theorem, J has norm 1: L p(M, {)
 L p(M, {, l 2R).
Analogously, the operator J$ defined on L2(M, {) by:
J$(S)=(6j (S) jn=(PjSj) jn
has norm 1:
L2(M, {)  L2(M, {, l 2L)
M  L(M, {, l 2L).
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Hence, by interpolation, J$ has norm 1:
L p(M, {)  L p(M, {, l 2L).
(b) By (a) and Proposition 1.4(a), as M is norm dense in L p(M, {),
6 is bounded on L p(M, {) for 2p<.
For 1<p$<2 we argue by duality, with (1p)+(1p$)=1. Let Fp be the
range of 6 in L p(M, {). Let S # M with (6j (S) jn=(PjSj) jn . Then
&6(S)&p$=" :
1 jn
PjSj"p$="6* \ :1 jn Pj Sj)"p$
&6*&p$  p$ " :
1 jn
PjSj"Fp*&6&p  p &S&p$ .
3. SPIN SYSTEMS
We recall some well-known facts on spin systems with prescribed commuta-
tionanticommutation relations (see, e.g., [M, CL, B]).
2.1. Definitions for 2_2 Matrices
Let U, Q, P be the Pauli 2_2 matrices:
U=\10
0
&1+ , Q=\
0
1
1
0+ , P=\
0
&i
i
0+ .
They are hermitian and unitary, and together with identity they linearly
span the *-algebra M2_2 . They satisfy the following relations
QP=&PQ=&iU
tr Q=trP=tr PQ=0.
In the o.n basis (1, =) of L2([&1, 1]), Q is the matrix of the operator
f  =f.
The mapping J which sends 1 to Id and = to Q is a representation:
L([&1, 1])  M2_2 and J*({) is the normalized Haar measure on
[&1, 1], hence J is an isometric embedding: L p([&1, 1])  L p(M2_2 , {)
for 1p. Note that
J( f )=V \f (1)0
0
f (&1)+ V*,
where V is the unitary matrix which satisfies Q=VUV*.
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Let
D= 12 (Q&iP)=\00
1
0+ .
Then
D2=0, D*D=\00
0
1+ .
Note that for T # M2_2 and S=( s0
0
t ), S*TS is the Schur product of T by
( ssst
s t
tt ).
For % # [0, 2?[ , there exists a *-inner isomorphism of M2_2 which sends
D to ei%D, hence Q=2 Re D to 2 Re ei%D=cos %Q+sin %P. Indeed
ei%D=R%*DR% ,
where R%=( 10
0
e i%)=e
i%D*D. In particular,
U=R? , UQU=&Q, i.e., UQ=&QU,
P=R*?2QR?2 , UPU=&P, i.e., UP=&PU.
Hence the *-inner isomorphism of M2_2 defined by T  UTU fixes Id and
U and transforms Q and P into &Q and &P respectively.
The *-inner isomorphism of M2_2 defined by T  QTQ fixes Id and Q
and transforms U and P into &U and &P, respectively.
2.2. An Embedding of L([&1, 1]n) in M2 n_2n
For 1 jn let Qj be the 2n_2n matrix
Qj=Id } } } QId } } } Id,
where Qj occurs in the j th factor. Choosing the Walsh system as an o.n.
basis of L2([&1, 1]n), Qj is the matrix of the operator: f  =j f. Let M be
the *-algebra spanned by the Qj ’s. It is *-isomorphic to L
([&1, 1]n).
More generally, the mapping J } } } J is an isometric embedding:
L p([&1, 1]n)  L p(M2n_2 n , {) for 1p.
We also define:
Pj=Id } } } PId } } } Id=R*?2QjR?2 ;
Uj=Id } } } UId } } } Id=&iPjQj .
Here R%=R%  } } } R% . It is the matrix of the operator ei%N where N is
defined on L2([&1, 1]n) as in the introduction.
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Let M be the *-algebra spanned by the Qj’s and Pj ’s. By the properties
of P, Q, the matrices Pj and Qj are hermitian and unitary, and
Qj Qk=QkQj , PjPk=PkPj , 1 j, kn,
QjPj=&PjQj ,
QjPk=Pk Qj , 1 j{kn.
M is the linear span of PBQA , A, B/[1, ..., n] where P<=Q<=Id, and
for A=[i1 , i2 , ...], B=[ j1 , j2 , ...]
PBQA= ‘
i1<i2 } } } , j1< j2< } } }
Pi1 Pi2 } } } Qj1Qj2 } } } .
The *-inner isomorphism of M2n_2 n defined by T  Qj TQj fixes Qk
(1kn), Pk and Uk (1kn, k{ j) and transforms Uj and Pj into
&Uj and &Pj respectively.
2.3. The Fermions
The fermions are defined analogously for 1 jn by
Q$j=U } } } UQId } } } Id=U1 } } } Uj&1Qj
(U occurs in the j&1 first factors), and
P$j=U } } } UPId } } } Id=U1 } } } Uj&1Pj .
They are hermitian and unitary and satisfy the canonical anticommutation
relations
Q$jQ$k=&Q$kQ$j , P$jP$k=&P$k P$j , 1 j{kn,
Q$jP$k=&P$kQ$j , 1 j, kn.
2.4. General Spin Systems
Following [B], for 1 j, kn, we define signs =( j, k)=\1 such that
=( j, k)==(k, j) if j{k, =( j, j)=&1.
The Walsh system corresponds to the choice =( j, k)=1, the fermion system
corresponds to the choice =( j, k)=&1.
Definition 2.1. A general spin system is a sequence of 2n_2n matrices
defined by
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Q=j =U
(12)(1&=( j, 1))
1 } } } U
(12)(1&=( j, j&1))
j&1 Qj
P=j =U
(12)(1&=( j, 1))
1 } } } U
(12)(1&=( j, j&1))
j&1 Pj=R*?2 Q
=
j R?2 .
They are hermitian and unitary and satisfy
Q=j Q
=
k==( j, k) Q
=
kQ
=
j , P
=
j P
=
k==( j, k) P
=
k P
=
j , 1 j{kn,
Q=j P
=
k==( j, k) P
=
kQ
=
j , 1 j, kn.
Proposition 2.1. In the setting of general spin systems,
(a) the P =BQ
=
A’s, B, A/[1, ..., n], are an orthonormal basis of L
2(M, {)
where M is the von Neumann algebra spanned by the P =j ’s and Q
=
A’s (1 jn).
M coincides with M2n_2n ;
(b) all the assumptions of Definitions 1.1 and Propositions 1.4 and 1.5
are satisfied for the sequence (P =j ) jn , the von Neumann algebra M spanned
by the Q =j ’s and M; and
(c) the inner *-isomorphism of M defined by
T  R%*TR% (0%<2?, R%=R% } } } R%)
sends Q =j to cos % Q
=
j +sin % P
=
j , 1 jn.
Proof. (a) The P =BQ
=
A’s are unitary. For every B, A/[1, ..., n] not
both empty, we claim that {(P =BQ
=
A)=0. Indeed, for every matrix
S=S1 } } } Sn with Sj # M2_2 (1 jn), tr S=>n1 tr Sj . Either B{A
and we use tr P=tr Q=tr UP=tr UQ=0, or B=A{< and we use
tr PQ=&tr QP=0.
So (P =BQ
=
A)A, B/[1, ..., n] is an o.n. sequence of L
2(M, {), it linearly spans
a 2n_2n dimensional linear subspace of M2n_2n , hence they coincide.
(b) (i) in Definition 1.1 is verified because {(P =j *P
=
k Q
=
A)={(P
=
j P
=
kQ
=
A)
=0 by (a) (1 j, kn, j{k). (iii) in Proposition 1.5 is verified because
P =j Q
=
AP
=
j *=P
=
j Q
=
AP
=
j = ‘
k # A
=( j, k)Q =A.
In order to verify (iv) in Proposition 1.5. it suffices by (a) to see that
6j (P =BQ
=
AQ
=
A$)=0 if B{[ j], 6j (P
=
j Q
=
AQ
=
A$)=P
=
j Q
=
A Q
=
A$ ,
6j (Q =A P
=
BQ
=
A$)=\6j (P
=
BQ
=
A Q
=
A$)=0 if B{[ j],
6j (Q =AP
=
j Q
=
A$)= >
k # A
=( j, k) 6j (P =j Q
=
AQ
=
A$)= ‘
k # A
=( j, k) P =j Q
=
AQ
=
A$
=Q =A P
=
j Q
=
A$ .
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It suffices to verify (ii) in Proposition 1.4 for =j=&1, =k=1, (1kn,
k{ j ), for every fixed j, 1 jn. The *-inner isomorphism of M2 n_2n
defined by
T  QjU (12)(1&=( j, j+1)j+1 } } } U
(12)(1&=( j, n)
n TU
(12)(1&=( j, n)
n } } } U
(12)(1&=( j, j+1)
j+1 Qj
fixes Q =k (1kn), P
=
k (1kn, k{ j) and transforms P
=
j into &P
=
j . This
*-isomorphism induces of course an isometry of L p(M, {). Hence for
1p and Sj # M
" :
1 jn
=jP =j Sj"L p (M, {)=" :1 jn P
=
j Sj"L p (M, {) .
(c) The inner *-isomorphism of M defined by
T  R%*TR% (0%<2?, R%=R% } } } R%)
sends Q =j &iP
=
j to e
i% (Q =j &iP
=
j ) by our verification on 2_2 matrices, hence
Q =j to Re(e
i% (Q =j &iP
=
j ))=cos %Q
=
j +sin %P
=
j , 1 jn. This *-isomorphism
induces again an isometry of L p(M, {). K
The setting of Definition 2.1 is a convenient realization of the following
situation:
Definition 2.2. Let =( j, k)1 j, kn be a choice of signs as above. Let
(D=j )1 jn be a sequence of operators on a Hilbert space satisfying for
1 j, kn, j{k
(i) D=j(D
=
j )*+(D
=
j )* D
=
j =2 |D
=
j |
2
s =Id
(ii) (D=j )
2=0
(iii) D=j D
=
k==( j, k) D
=
kD
=
j
(iv) D=j(D
=
k)*==( j, k)(D
=
k)* D
=
j .
Equivalently, defining Q =j =2 ReD
=
j , P
=
j =&2 Im D
=
j , these hermitian unitary
operators satisfy the same relations as the general spin system with the
same choice =( j, k)1 j, kn .
The following proposition is known, it is used, e.g., in [B]. As the only
reference we know is [BR, p. 16] where it is proved only for =( j, k)=&1,
1 j, kn, we precise the general formula.
Proposition 2.2. Let (D=j )1 jn be a sequence of operators as in
Definition 2.2. There is a *-isomorphism from the von Neumann algebra M
which they span onto M2 n_2 n , sending Q =j , P
=
j in Definition 2.2 to the spin
system Q =j , P
=
j in Definition 2.1.
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Proof. For 1 jn, define
\E
( j)
11
E ( j)21
E ( j)12
E ( j )22 +
=\
D=j D
=
j*
‘
j&1
k=1
(D=kD
=
k*+=( j, k( D
=
k*D
=
k)D
=
j*
‘
j&1
k=1
(D=kD
=
k*+=( j, k) D
=
k*D
=
k)D
=
j
D=j*D
=
j + .
The relations on the D=l ’s imply that the E
( j)
ik , 1i, k2, satisfy the same
relations as the matrix units eik of M2_2 . The linear mapping defined by:
E ( j)ik  eik is a *-isomorphism from the algebra spanned by the E
( j)
ik to M2_2.
For 1 jn, the E ( j)ik , 1i, k2, are n families of commuting 2_2 matrix
units, they span a von Neumann algebra isomorphic to M2 n_2 n by the
mapping L: E ( j)ik  e
( j)
ik =Id } } } eik Id } } } Id, where eik occurs in the
jth factor.
Note that (D=kD
=
k*+=( j, k) D
=
k*D
=
k)
2=Id, hence
‘
j&1
k=1
(D=kD
=
k*+=( j, k) D
=
k*D
=
k) E
( j )
12 =D
=
j = ‘
j&1
k=1
(E (k)11 +=( j, k) E
(k)
22 )E
( j)
12 ,
hence L(D=j ) = >
j&1
k=1 (e
(k)
11 + =( j, k) e
(k)
22 ) e
( j)
12 = U
12(1&=( j, 1))  } } } 
U12(1&=( j, j&1))  12 (Q&iP)Id } } } Id=
1
2 (Q
=
j &iP
=
j ), where Q
=
j , P
=
j is the
spin system in Definition 2.1.
Remark 2.1. This gives an alternate proof of (b)(ii) and (c) in Proposi-
tion 2.1. Indeed, let (D=j )1 jn be as in Definition 2.2. Then the family
(ei%D=j )1 jn for % # R satisfies the same commutation relations (i) to (iv).
By Proposition 2.2, there is a *-isomorphism sending D=j to e
i%D=j , 1 jn,
which is inner as every *-isomorphism of M2 n_2n . In the same way, the
family D=1 , ..., D
=
j*, ..., D
=
n satisfies the same relations as (D
=
j )1 jn .
3. RIESZ TRANSFORMS FOR THE NUMBER OPERATOR
ON GENERAL SPIN SYSTEMS
Definition 3.1. (a)[B] Let (Qj) jn , (Pj)jn be general spin systems
as in Definition 2.1, or operators as in Definition 2.2, for a certain choice
of signs =( j, k), 1 j, kn (we now omit the symbol =). M is the von
Neumann algebra spanned by the Qj ’s, M is the von Neumann algebra
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spanned by the Qj ’s and Pj ’s. For a normalized faithful normal trace { on
M, we define the operators of annihilation on L2(M, {) for 1 jn by:
Dj (QA)=0 if j  A,
Dj (QA)=QjQA if j # A.
The creation operators Dj* satisfy
Dj*(QA)=0 if j # A,
Dj*(QA)=Qj QA if j  A.
The number operator M  M is N=1 jn Dj*Dj . In particular, for
every A/[1, .., n]
N(QA)=|A| QA .
(b) For 1 jn we define the Riesz transforms L2(M, {)  L2(M, {)
by
Rj (Id )=0, Rj=Dj N&12 on L20(M, {)
In particular, for T # M, 1 jn,
(Dj+Dj*)(T )=Qj T.
Though we will not use it, note that, as operators on L2(M, {), the Dj ’s
satisfy the relations of Definition 2.2.
Lemma 3.1. In the setting of Definition 3.1, for T # M
(a) [CL, 4.2] For cos %>0, (cos %)N (T )=EM(R%*TR%).
In particular, (cos %)N is a contraction of L p(M, {) for 1p.
(b) 6 being defined as in Proposition 1.5
:
1 jn
Pj Rj (T )=
1
- 2?
6 b pv |
?2
&?2
R%*TR%
sgn %
- &Log cos2 %
d%.
Proof. We verify the equalities for T=QA , A{<, A/[1, ..., n]. If
A=[i1 , ..., ik]
R%*QA R%= ‘
1lk
(cos % Qil+sin % Pil).
(a) This is an analogue of the Mehler formula in the gaussian setting.
As EM(PB)=0 if B/[1, ..., n] is not empty, (a) is obvious. This is the
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proof of [CL] that (cos %)N is a contraction of L p(M, {). Here is another
one, which uses only M and not M: Let Ej : M  M be the conditional
expectation onto the *-algebra spanned by the Qk ’s, 1k{ jn. Then
Ej+cos %(Id&Ej)=cos % Id+(1&cos %)Ej is a contraction of L p(M, {)
and, as Ej (QA)=0 if j # A, (cos %)N=>nj=1 (Ej+cos %(Id&Ej)).
(b) If j  A, Rj (QA)=0=>j (R%*QA R%). If j # A, >j (R%*QA R%)=
cos % |A|&1 sin %[>[l | 1l, il< j] Qil ] Pj[>[l | lk, il> j] Qil ], and the point is
that
Pj _ ‘[l | 1l, il< j] Qil& Pj _ ‘[l | lk, il> j] Qil&
=Qj _ ‘[l | 1l, il< j] Qil& Qj _ ‘[l | lk, il> j] Qil&=QjQA
because of the commutation relations between the Qj ’s and Pj ’s. Hence
Pj >j (R%*QAR%)=cos % |A|&1 sin % QjQA=cos % |A|&1 sin % Dj (QA) and
1
- 2?
>j _ pv |
?2
&?2
R%*QAR%
sgn %
- &Log cos2 %
d%&
=
1
- 2?
pv |
?2
&?2
cos % |A|&1 sin %
sgn %
- &Log cos2 %
d% PjDj (QA)
=|A|&12 PjDj (QA)=PjRj (QA)
by Lemma 1.1.
Remark 3.1. As in the gaussian setting of [P1 ], DjN&12=(N+Id)&12 Dj
and >j=Dj$*EMDj$ , where for A, B/[1, ..., n], 1 jn, D$j (PBQA)=0
if j  B; D$j (PBQA)=PjPBQA if j # B. Hence Dj$*(PBQA)=0 if j # B,
Dj$*(PBQA) =PjPBQA if j  B.
Lemma 3.2. In the setting of Definition 3.1, for every T # M and 1<p<,
" :
1 jn
PjRj(T )"Lp (M, {)Kp &T&Lp (M, {) ,
with Kp=C &6&p  p &H&p  p=O( p( p&1))32.
Proof. This is obvious from Lemma 3.1(b), Lemma 1.2, and Proposition
1.5(b), which we may use by Propositions 2.1, 2.2.
The following theorem is the main result of the paper:
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Theorem 3.3. Let (Qj)1 jn , (Pj)1 jn , M, (Rj)1 jn be as in Defini-
tion 3.1.
(a) Let 2p<. Then for every T # M0 ,
c&1p &T&L p(M, {)max {"\ :
1 jn
(Rj (T ))* Rj (T )+
12
"p ,
"\ :
1 jn
PjRj (T )(Rj (T ))* Pj+
12
"p=Kp &T&p
with cp=K( p) Kp$=O( p2), Kp=O( p32).
(b) Let 1<p2. Then for every T # M0
K &1p$ &T&L p (M, {) inf
Rj (T )=Sj+Vj {"\ :1 jn Sj*Sj+
12
"p ,
"\ :
1 jn
PjVjVj*Pj+
12
"p=Cp &T&p
where the infimum runs over all decompositions of Rj (T ) in M and Kp$=
O( p$32)=O(1( p&1))32, Cp=K( p$) Kp=O(1( p&1))2.
Proof. The claim is a consequence of Lemma 3.2, Propositions 1.31.5,
which we may use by Propositions 2.1, 2.2.
We now prove Theorems 0.1, 0.2 in the introduction as corollaries of
Theorem 3.3.
Proof of Theorem 0.2. Here =( j, k)=&1 for 1 j, kn, and for
every QA , A/[1, ..., n], PjQA Pj=(&1) |A| QA=(&1)N QA=P1QA P1 .
For 1<p< and (Aj)1 jn # M,
"_ :
1 jn
PjAj Aj*Pj&
12
"L p(M, {)="_P1 \ :1 jn AjAj*+ P1 &
12
"p
="P1 \ :
1 jn
AjAj*+
12
"p
="\ :
1 jn
Aj Aj*+
12
"p .
Theorem 3.3 now implies the claim. K
Proof of Theorem 0.1. Here =( j, k)=1, =( j, j)=&1 for 1 j{kn.
For every QA , A/[1, .., n], PjQAPj=QA if j  A, PjQA Pj=&QA if j # A.
Hence with the notation of 2.2, PjQAPj=J } } } J(=A V $ej).
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As Rj (T ) does not depend on Qj , PjRj (T )Pj=Rj (T ), and Pj disappears
in the conclusion of Theorem 3.3 for p2, but not for 1<p<2. Moreover,
the *-algebra M spanned by the QA ’s is commutative. As we saw in 2.2,
Lp(M, {) is isometric to L p([&1, 1)n]) for 1p. K
Comment on Theorem 0.1: A Remark of D. Lamberton. We keep the
notation of the introduction. We consider a Riesz product
fn= ‘
1in
(1+=i) # l ([&1, 1]n).
Then f 2n=2
nfn and
2fn=2 :
n
j=1
( fn&$ej V fn)=4 :
n
j=1
=j ‘
1in, i{ j
(1+=i).
For 1p<, as &1+=&L p ([&1, 1])=21&(1p),
&2fn&L p ([&1, 1] n)4n &1+=&n&1L p([&1, 1])
=21+(1p)n &1+= &nL p ([&1, 1])=2
1+(1p)n & fn&p
while
:
n
j=1
|j ( fn)| 2=1( fn , fn)=&12 2f
2
n+fn 2fn=( fn&2
n&1) 2fn .
On the set E=1in [=i=&1, =j=1, 1 j2n, j{i] whose cardinal
is n, fn=0, 2fn=&4.2n&1, 1( fn , fn)=22n. Hence,
"\ :
n
j=1
|j ( fn)| 2+
12
"pn1p2n(1&(1p))=n1p & fn &p .
Assume that, for 1p<, for a constant Cp which does not depend
on n
"\ :
n
j=1
|j ( fn)| 2+
12
"pCp &212fn&p . (1)
As is well-known,
&212fn&pC & fn&12p &2fn&
12
p . (2)
Hence,
n1p & fn&pCpC212(1+1p)n12 & fn&p ,
which is impossible for 1p<2. Hence (1) is false.
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For the sake of completeness we recall the proof of (2) for every positive
operator L on L2(+) such that e&tL is a contraction on L(+) for every
t>0. Indeed, by interpolation and duality, e&tL is a contraction on L p(+).
Let &t be the probability measure such that, for x>0, e&t - x=
0 e
&ux d&t(u). As e&t - L=0 e
&t - x dE(x), where E(x) is the spectral
measure of L,
e&t - L=|

0
e&uL d&t(u).
Hence e&t - L is also a contraction on L p(+).
By the second-order Taylor formula applied to ,(t)=e&t - x,
e&t - L=Id&t - L+|
t
0
(t&u) Le&u - L du.
Hence for every f # L p(+) and t>0
&- L ( f )&p
1
t
&(Id&e&t - L)( f )&p+
1
t |
t
0
(t&u) &e&u - LL( f )&p du

2
t
& f &p+
t
2
&L( f )&p
and the infimum of the right term over positive reals is C & f &12p &L( f )&12p .
Here e&t2=e&4tN is a contraction on L([&1, 1]n) by Lemma 3.1(a).
Another Proof for the Boundedness of 6 (cf. Proposition 1.5.b). This
proof is in the spirit of [P2 ]. In the setting of general spin systems, let
D$j be as in Remark 3.1 and let N$=
n
j=1 Dj$*D$j , hence N$(PBQA)=
|B| PBQA .
Let Ej : M2n_2n  M2n_2n be the conditional expectation on the *-algebra
spanned by Qj and Pk , Qk , 1k{ jn. Then e&tN $ is a contraction on
L p(M2 n_2n , {) for t>0 and 1p because, as in the second proof of
Lemma 3.1(a),
e&tN $= ‘
n
j=1
(Ej+e&t(Id&Ej ))= ‘
n
j=1
(e&t Id+(1&e&t)Ej ).
As e&tN $ is hermitian, Stein’s theorem on holomorphic semigroups [S,
III2, Theorem 1] implies that e(&t+iy)N $ is a contraction on L p(M2n_2n , {)
for 1<p<, t>0, y # R and |arg(t&iy)|<:p=(?2)(1&|(2p)&1|).
Actually the theorem is stated for commutative L p spaces, but the same
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proof works in the noncommutative case. As in [P2 , Proposition 3.3], let
t0 be such that |arg(t0+i?)|<:p . Then
e&t06=e&t0N $6=
1
2? |
?
&?
e(&t0+iy)N $e&iy dy
is a contraction on L p(M2n_2n , {) for 1<p<. This gives &6&p  pO(e p)
as p  .
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